ST JAMES TOWN LANDSCAPE PROJECT
SITE LOCATION

I' would like to walk in a space that reminds me of back home,
of the gardens, parks, and outdoor spaces of South Asia and
China.'

A JOINT PROJECT OF THE GARDEN CLUB OF TORONTO
AND COMMUNITY MATTERS

LOCATION
MAP

CMT is proud to spearhead the development of a garden
and recreation space in the east side of St. James Town.
Residents can use this for leisure, sport, cultural activities,
and contemplation.

"THE CONCEPT"

OTIUM DESIGN

MULTICULTURAL SPACE

The term Heritage is often used to describe
our treasures of the past but also a collection
of memories and practices.
We would like this space to represent / describe
the cumulative impact and opportunity represented
by the 67+ cultures of St. James Town: It's
microcosm reflecting Canada emerging Multicultural
Heritage.

LANDSCAPE ONTARIO OTIUM At CANADA BLOOMS

The Latin word 'Otium' refers to a
state of mind induced by relaxation.
Otium Outdoor exercise gardens are
a concept developed Shawn Gallaugher
Design that combines a form of boot
camp style exercises performed in the
garden to strengthen ones health, well
being, and connection to nature.

During recent Festivals, residents attended by sitting
on their balconies, watching and listening to the music
and dance. One of our artists said that we could renovate
some spaces, so art, events and festivals are visible from
the air and on the ground to take these unique vantage
points into consideration, for example a durable mosaic
on the concrete pad.

The theme for Canada Blooms2015 is 'Lets Play,' and Landscape Ontario's garden will promote
outdoor exercise with an Otium Outdoor Exercise Garden. Landscape features in the garden are
multi-functional to support a range of outdoor activities and exercises. The Otium has the potential
to shift the way our society presently exercises and reconnect people to the outdoors . The garden
accommodates beginner, intermediate, and advanced workouts and is strategically designed for a
range of fitness levels. Landscape features in the Otium are designed to support an entire range
of outdoor activities and exercises.

LANDSCAPE ONTARIO OTIUM OUTDOOR EXERCISE
GARDEN At CANADA BLOOMS March 12-12, 2015

THE DETAILS: Componets of the Garden
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